
The Ultimate
Bible

Teacher's
Bundle

for 3rd and 4rth
Grades!



A six week plan to help your students
read the Bible each day in a
classroom, home, or individual setting

 

You Will Get:
Attendance records with important
information on the back so emergency
information is always at your fingertips.

Emergency Contacts Forms

Student Birthday and Grade Level lists
so you can easily organize your class.



A six week plan to help your students
read the Bible each day in a
classroom, home, or individual setting

 

You Will Get:
A Building Blocks Lesson Page to make
planning Bible lessons a breeze!

Monthly Planning Pages - super helpful
if there are multiple teachers in one
classroom or for substitute teachers.

Weekly Planning Pages



A six week plan to help your students
read the Bible each day in a
classroom, home, or individual setting

 

You Will Get:
A "Welcome to My Class" letter

Favorite Supplies suggestions and End
of Term Party Ideas

Printable Birthday Cards, Get-Well Cards,
and Congrats Cards to surprise and
delight your students!



A six week plan to help your students
read the Bible each day in a
classroom, home, or individual setting

 

You Will Get:
A list of 26 different Memory Verse
Games and Activities that will help your
kids have fun while memorizing verses.

All the printable templates you need to
quickly play the games

Active Bible memory verse games that
are ready to go - just add whatever verse
your kids are currently memorizing!



A six week plan to help your students
read the Bible each day in a
classroom, home, or individual setting

 

You Will Get:
19 different Active Lesson Review
Games, PLUS printables to quickly play
the games.

These games can be used with any
lesson that you are teaching - simply
use your own review questions.

These games will help your kids pay
attention during the lesson and look
forward to lesson review!



A six week plan to help your students
read the Bible each day in a
classroom, home, or individual setting

 

You Will Get:
A list of End of Lesson games for those
times when the class time goes a little
longer than your lesson plans

Ideas that you can use right away if you
have extra time and aren't sure how to
fill it.

Printable games that can be used over &
over again including New/Old Testament
Puzzles, Bible bingo and match!



So much stuff! Love the
birthday and get well cards -

you can't find this stuff
anywere else! Review games,

memory verse games, planner
- it's all here! Attendance chart,

emergency info - I can go on
forever. What an amazing

price. Love, love, love it, thank
you so much.

-Kathy



As a teacher of 50 years I found
many helpful things in this

packet that I could really use. It
covers things like forms for

student information, printable
cards, a lesson planner, plus a

record page that helps you
keep track of all the lessons you

have done and much more. I
highly recommend this binder!

-Wendy



The teacher's extras section is just what I have been looking for -
the birthday cards and welcome to class letter are simple

gestures that will make a child feel loved and cared for!
 

Also, having emergency info, games, and activity pages on the
ready for a last minute substitute teacher will be such a relief.

 
As a children's ministry coordinator,

this bundle is a valuable tool.

-Libby



This is a wonderful tool for
getting organized in the

Sunday School classroom, and
for staying on target. The

planner also helps to vary the
different activities so the

teacher does not over-use just
one. This bundle can be used

with any curriculum.
Wonderful idea!

-Joan



Bible Club Lessons

Homeschool Lessons
 

Sunday School

Wednesday Night Bible Lessons

This Bundle Is Great For:

A supplement to VBS material

Christian School Bible Class


